Emory University's Wi-Fi Network

List of Network Area Coverage and Buildings

**EMORY HEALTHCARE**  
Efforts are underway to facilitate a wireless environment for patients and medical staff alike.

1600  EMORY HOSPITAL  
200  EMORY CLINIC BUILDING - A  
2260  EMORY CLINIC BUILDING - B

**FULL COVERAGE**  
There may be still be isolated dead zones in full coverage areas, but all floors of buildings have connectivity.

1010  DOBBS UNIVERSITY CENTER (DUC)  
102  BIOCHEMISTRY CONNECTOR  
103  HEALTH SCIENCE QUAD  
1330  BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE  
1370  1462 CLIFTON ROAD  
1400  WOODRUFF P E CENTER  
1440  WHSCAB  
1518  GRACE CRUM ROLLINS  
1552  HOPE LODGE  
1980  ROBERT W. WOODRUFF LIBRARY  
2010  UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS  
2030  MACMILLAN - GAMBRELL HALL  
2040  ATWOOD CHEMISTRY CENTER  
2041  CHERRY LOGAN EMERSON HALL  
29  QUADRANGLE  
3010  ALABAMA HALL  
3030  CLIFTON TOWER  
3050  DOBBS HALL  
3060  GILBERT HALL  
3070  HARRIS HALL  
3080  HOPKINS HALL  
3090  LONGSTREET HALL  
3100  MEANS HALL  
3110  MCTYEIRE HALL  
3130  SMITH HALL  
3140  THOMAS HALL  
3150  THOMSON HALL  
3160  TRIMBLE HALL  
3170  TURMAN RESIDENTIAL CENTER
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3180  TURMAN WEST
3181  TURMAN DELI
3190  WOODRUFF RESIDENTIAL CENTER
3210  COX HALL
3220  DOOLEY'S DEN
3301  GRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CENTER E
3302  GRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CENTER G
3303  GRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CENTER F
3304  GRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CENTER H
3310  CLAIRMONT TOWER APARTMENTS
3361  STUDENT ACTIVITIES & ACADEMIC CTR
3362  UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CTR B
3363  UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CTR D
3364  UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CTR C
3365  UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENTIAL CTR A
3368  CLAIRMONT OUTDOOR POOL
390   CLH-PEACHTREE TOWER
5100  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703 A
5101  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-B
5102  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-C
5103  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-D
5104  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-E
5105  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-F
5111  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-G
5117  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-H
5118  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-I
5119  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-J
5120  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-K
5121  TURNER VILLAGE - 1703-L
6040  DELTA TAU DELTA FRATERNITY
6070  SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY
6080  CHI PHI FRATERNITY
6110  SIGMA NU FRATERNITY
6111  SORORITY VILLAGE  A - ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
6112  SORORITY VILLAGE  B - DELTA SIGMA THETA
6113  SORORITY VILLAGE  C - KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
6114  SORORITY VILLAGE  D - KAPPA ALPHA THETA
6115  SORORITY VILLAGE  E - DELTA PHI EPSILON
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6145  BETA THETA PI FRATERNITY
6150  ALPHA TAU OMEGA FRATERNITY
6155  ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY
6160  KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY
6180  SPICE HOUSE FRATERNITY
6210  SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON FRATERNITY
6220  PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY
6230  PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY
7460  SPANISH HOUSE
7490  ASBURY HOUSE
8547  CLH-W PEACHTREE MED BLDG
8815  BONNELL HALL
8816  DICKEY HALL
8817  STONE HALL
8818  DOWMAN HALL
8825  BRANHAM HALL
8826  BRANHAM BRIDGE
8840  CANDLER HALL STUDENT CENTER
8850  LANGUAGE HALL
8860  SENY HALL
8880  WILLIAMS GYMNASIUM (NEW)
8881  WILLIAMS GYMNASIUM (OLD)
8890  HOKE O'KELLEY LIBRARY
8900  COLLEGE CAFETERIA
8910  HAYGOOD HALL
8920  EAST HALL
8940  PIERCE HALL
8941  QUAD
8950  HUMANITIES HALL
8975  TARBUTTON PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
8978  603 EMORY STREET

PARTIAL COVERAGE  Certain floors, offices, or seminar rooms are covered.

1000  UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION
1131  MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE CENTER
1170  TARBUTTON HALL
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1256  BRIARCLIFF BUILDING A
1257  BRIARCLIFF BUILDING B
1380  WHITE HALL
1515  NELL HODGSON WOODRUFF NURSING
1525  1525 CLIFTON
1535  CALLAWAY MEMORIAL CENTER
1580  CANDLER LIBRARY
1680  PSYCHOLOGY
1720  RICH MEMORIAL BUILDING
1784  NORTH DECATUR BUILDING
1804  BURLINGTON RD-PERFORMING ARTS
1830  PITTS THEOLOGY LIBRARY
1930  WOODRUFF MEMORIAL RESEARCH BLDG
1940  WAYNE ROLLINS RESEARCH CENTER
800   CANNON CHAPEL
8531  CLH-DAVIS FISCHER
8702  PEACHTREE DUNWOODY MEDICAL CENTER
8806  MEDICAL OFFICE TOWER
8959  105 HAMIL STREET
900   1762 CLIFTON SUITE 900
910   1762 CLIFTON SUITE 910
920   1762 CLIFTON SUITE 920
940   1762 CLIFTON SUITE 940
950   1762 CLIFTON SUITE 950
970   1762 CLIFTON SUITE 970

PENDING COVERAGE  These areas are under discussion with regard to funding, planning and/or implementation.

1402  WOODRUFF P E TRACK
1403  WPEC OUTDOOR TENNIS COURTS
2172  EMORY CHILDREN'S CENTER
35   MCDONOUGH FIELD
36   CHAPPEL PARK
37   MCDONOUGH FIELD STAGE
38   SOFTBALL FIELD (COOPER)
8870  PHI GAMMA HALL
8976  601 EMORY STREET